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Well . . . once again we make our valiant effort
to answer the proverbial question, "What is Kenyon all about, really?" Through the years each
over-worked

and under-fed Reveille

staff

se

questers themselves in the 'ole Peirce Hall office
and endeavors to make sense of hundreds of pic
tures, Senior quotes, and copy. Some years the
book is divided into very neat sections; other
years it isn't. The cliches and acronyms change
from year to year, yet something remains the
same. We can answer that question by saying,
"Kenyon is you!" You the students, the faculty,
the food (or lack thereof), what we do, and how we
do it.
How we did it. We decided that the Reveille
would be you. When you page through it in 10
years you'll want to see yourself and your friends,
and this is what we've tried to give you. More candids, less copy; a closer look at Kenyon. We
received a few paragraphs of copy during the year
from some of you . . . you'll find them on the divi
sion pages. Persons unknown slipped pictures
under the door . . . they're in here. Even the late
Senior pictures fit in somehow . . .
Well, I just blew off Mr. Daniel's Expository
class to write this to make the deadline, so I guess
I'll write my assignment now . .. maybe I'll just
turn this in . . . nah, too many punctuation errors.
Hope you enjoy the book. — DEA
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Administration
and Organizations
Faculty
Personalities
and Events
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Sports
Reflections
seniors
Seniors
Advertisements
One Last Look
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Lissa Johnson

Samuel S. Lord / Vice-President for Finance

Philip H. Jordan / President
Joseph Nelson / Comptroller

»

Jerry Irish / Provost

Katherine and "The Girls'

•^1

Karen Williamson / Assistant Dean of Students
Dr. Tracey Shermer / College Physician

Margret Townsend / Dean for Academic Advising

Bob Felice / Food Service Director

Thomas J. Edwards / Dean of Students

Dick Ralston / Director of Maintenance

Robert Reading III / Assistant Dean for Student Residences
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John D. Kushan / Director of Admissions
Sam Barone / Public Relations Director
Jeff Robinson / Director of Alumni Affairs

Doug Givens / Director of Development

Rev. Lincoln Stelk / College Chaplain
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Collegian

Student council

Reveille
"What?"
"Antila?"
"Well, if it isn't sometime Photo
Coordinator Steve Hays. What can I
do for you?"
"Hot that you'd care, but in a rare
moment of responsibility I decided to call
and schedule the Reveille staff photo."
"Call the Managing Editor."
"I did. She said to call you."
"Figures. How whaddya want?"
"The Reveille photo."
"Oh yeah . . . whenever's convenient."
"Tomorrow?"
"Hah, I've got a PChem problem set due."
"Typical. I'll call you in September."
"Or later. .
"Later. . ."
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Photo staff
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Kenyon film society
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Chase society
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Volunteer firemen

23
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Hannah More society

Acolyte guild

(Jnion of Jewish Students
Harcourt club
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Equestrian team

Ultimate frisbee

Water polo

Katherine Hepburn fan club

French club

East Asian Wing
Karate club
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Kenyon College dramatic club Easy winners

Children's theater Music club
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Kokosingers im Tirtzu

Owl Creek Singers Chasers
I
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You Know your partying is interfering with your schoolwork when

Faculty

. . . you take a break — to study
. you play quarters in the library

mmm

. .. you put a quarter in the Xerox machine — and expect to hear
music

.v,

. . . you ask the librarian for a pitcher
. .. you graduate with a degree in inebriation
. . . you graduate magna cum lucky!

%

— Peggy Brown

.
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MUSIC

DRAMA

Missing:
Jess Goldstein
Daniel Robinson, Chair

Roger Andrews

Paul Posnak

Ken Taylor

Thomas Turgeon, Chair

Suzanne Dougan

Harlene Marley

Stacy Temple

HISTORY PHILOSOPHY

Ronald McLaren, Chair
Roy Wortman, Chair

Stephen Averill

Micheal Evans

I
Patrick Reagan

Jackie Robbins

Kai Schoenhals

i

Daniel Kading

Thomas Short

Lesley Spear

William Scott

Missing: Bob Baker, Clark Dougan
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PHYSICS

Peter Collings, Chair

Thomas Greenslade, Jr,

William McCulloh, Chair

Robert Bennett

Robert Goodhand, Chair

Pierina Carcich

Karen Coby

Edward Harvey

Edmund.Hecht

Linda Metzler

Charles Piano

Peter Seymour

Carolyn Toth

Cliff Weber

Missing:
James Williamson
Duncan McBride

John Idoine

BIOLOGY

46

Robert Burns, Chair

Nicholas Brokaw

Kathryn Edwards

Elizabeth Mallory

Jay Tashiro

Patricia Tennis

E. Raymond Heithaus

Frank Yow
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CHEMISTRY

Missing:
Susan Cordle

ECONOMICS

:\
Gordon Johnson

James Pappenhagen, Chair
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Carl T. Brehm, Chair

Alan Batchelder

Missing: Charles Perdue
Owen

John Lutton

Kuan-Hau Lee

York

Paco Bataller

Dick Tretheway

PSYCHOLOGY POLITICAL SCIENCE

Richard Hoppe, Chair

Allan Fenigstein

Kenneth King
I

Fred Baughman

Michael Levine

Harry Clor

Kirk Emmert

1

%
Charles Rice

Rowland Shephard

Linda Smolak

J°n WilliarTlS

R°beft Horwitz

Missing: John Coats, Jr.

Richard Jacobs

Pam Jenson

Charles Rubin
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IPHS ENGLISH

J. Patrick Coby

Galbraith Crump

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Karen Edwards

James Hans

is;; i

Thomas McHugh
Missing:
Karen Burke
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Peter Peterson

James Steen

James Zak

E|)en Man|off

Judy Smith

John Ward

Missing: Bob Daniel, Gordon Hutner, Fred Turner

51

ANTHROPOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY MATH

Russ Geiger

Rita Kipp

Wendell Lindstrom, Chair

Robert Fesq

Daniel Finkbeiner

Robert McLeod

Jeffrey Nunemacher

Robert Rennert

Joseph Slate, Chair

Eugene Dwyer

Martin Garhart

Joyce Parr

Terry Schupbach

Gregory Spaid

Missing: John Macionis, Chair; George
McCarthy, Ed Schortman, Patricia
Urban
Howard Sacks

Ken Smail

RELlGIOr ART

Don Rogan, Chair

Eugene Kullman

Diane Obenchain

Royal Rhodes
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I have always had a great sympathy for J. Alfred Prufrock. Like him,
I have a tendancy to measure out my days in coffee spoons . . . coffee
cups . . . and saucers ... I admit it; I am a Peirce Hall caffeine addict.
Perhaps that is why I think of Peirce as the epitome of Kenyon architec
ture. MyliifS'dfvided-irito-intervals between meals, and my meals
are extended, ad infinitum, by that great social stimulant, caffeine.
The need for that first cup in the morning is absolutely cliche. What
adds to the interest#nd develops the habit is the enthralling form of pro
crastination the dining hall promotes. There is the all-time scoping
favorite, "Who is with whom," followed clpsely in interest by its
S \

!

fascinating alternative, "Who's eating whaLf After all, it is institutional
food.
'
Ah yes, that leads to my second reason for developing the caffeine
habit. No matter what the food-service happens to be dishing up, I can
always count on coffee. Black, blacker, or mud, it is always available
for immediate consumption (three urns — no waiting!), and that is more
than I can say for the food. But with Peirce\great architecture and
even better gossip, who needs to eat?
P.S. Please send cookies.

mI

— Ellen Gillespie
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Michael Stanley Band

Medieval Festival

Graham ^
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Joe Sorrentino

Ray Grebey
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j0hn Jackson — Gambier Folk Festival

Matriculation Day

59

Above Left: Tillie Olsen
Above Right: William Winpisinger

The Woods

Angela Schwartz

62

Julian Bond

The late October afternoon had turned cold and damp, but the Phi
Kaps and the Bong ll's warmed up on the field, for the Championship
IM football game must be played despite the weather. A few spectators
huddled on the sidelines and clustered under umbrellas (for the clouds
sporadically spit rain) and shivered, seeing a few brave players wearing
shorts and barefoot, for better traction on the slippery grass.
Play progressed with few breaks in the action, but on that grey after
noon dusk came early, so early that by the second half we watched the
players' ghosts through a dense film of.liquid air. It was an eerie feeling
as even the ordinary noises of the game were muted and transformed
by the heavy fog which shrouded us.
ourth quarter it was so dark that we cou d barely see the ball
sidelines vantage point. Every call became a matter of
ready to
active

murky

" Phi Kaps [victorious, we were
^itout behind us and enter the
o dinne
\drce Hall. Still we toe
pvy Ifquid r|ghMrfat wiaited for us beyond the
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Ellen Gillespie
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The champagne flows as
women's soccer shines on

For men's soccer, the "second
season" was quite a turnaround
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The soccer program, known for its turnaround in the Vennell
era, pulled quite an about-face in the midst of the '81 season.
After a phenomenal first game win over Division I Xavier, the
team fell to 2-6-1 mark at midseason. We might try to convince
you that our early poor showing was due to injuries, a stretch

The women s soccer club, rapidly growing in popularity here
at Kenyon, closed its fall season with a 3-4-1 record. Gnder the

of four games in seven days, or even rocky practice fields; yet
noticeably missing was that elusive "mental readiness." After
being embarassed at Denison, and beaten up at Wilmington,
the opportunity and belief in "redemption" radiated from
coach Vennell and began to spread among the team. Behind

guidance of volunteer coach David Stone, players of all skill
levels were able to combine their efforts to produce a team
which took on not only clubs but teams as well. Despite

our fearless senior leaders Tim Truitt (fast) and Peter Hennessy
(slow), and Mrs. Vennell's apple pies, the team began its "se
cond season." All our remaining games were in our OAC North

arguments with the coach during practice by players claiming
they just don't do sprints, members put together a fine perfor
mance. Perhaps the incentive that David provided — that for
every goal, a bottle of champagne was awarded — helped us
run a little faster. Amazing how that method works

division; after all balls had been kicked, it was definitely
"ours." We were undefeated and unscored upon. Steve

This year was a little different than recent seasons. After the
fall season, we moved inside to play indoor soccer (which real
ly got us running!) every Monday night from 10 p.m. to 11:30
p.m. Monday night was ideal night to play, since it was dollar-adrink night at the V.I. Actually, it was the Cove that we put
down those pitchers (of water) and pretzels.
The 1981-82 season for women's soccer was not only a suc
cess for the club but it was also a lot of fun for all involved We
bid farewell to the seniors, and especially to captains Marianne
Ho, Laurie Reed, and Anne Thomas — we'll miss you all! Also
a special thanks to coach Vennell and the captains for the enor
mous amounts of time and energy they devoted toward the
growth of Kenyon women's soccer.

72

Bartlett and Truitt provided the last-minute scoring heroics,
and Karl Schmitt, Matt Gogan, and Garth Rose, and Pat Grant
anchored the defense. Due to our fast finish, we found
ourselves in the OAC championship game against our
nemesis, Ohio Wesleyan. Getting "psyched" for the game
wasn't tough, for it was to be televised to thousands (well, hun
dreds?) on QGBE TV in Columbus. Everyone played extremely
well, and mid-way through the first half we went ahead 1-0 on a
goal by Steve "Diminutive Dynamite" Bartlett. "Garth Rose to
the occasion" and shut out OWG's leading scorer. OWG came
back, but not without scaring many OWG fans, to squeak by
2-1.
With this memorable finish, and near upset of OWG, we pro
ved our resilience and found a missing ingredient in our early
season play, team unity. In perting, congratulations go to
Bartlett (1st team All-Mideast, Div. Ill), and seniors Truitt (1st
team All-Mideast, Div. Ill), Hennessy (Assistant Strategist), and
Dave Conrod (All-Conference). What a turnaround. Quite a
year.
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In a season of surprises, the winning spirit prevails

The 1981 field hockey season
was full of surprises. We arrived
at our first day of practice to see
not the familiar faces of Karen
Burke and her black labrador, but
instead a broad-chested swim
coach named Jim Steen and a
bossy yet determined young cap
tain under an umbrella, wearing a
whistle. We then traded that
coaching staff for a talented
rookie coach Celeste Penney —
the 1980 field hockey captain.
She led the team to an undefeated
regular season and an overall
record of 13-1-3.

The obstacles we encountered made intra-squad competition
minimal and strengthened team spirit and cohesiveness. In the truest
Kenyon fashion, we possessed the spirit and determination to make
it all the way to the top together. Yet we met one obstacle —
Denison. During the regular season we tied the D.(J. Our "better
dead th an red" spirit got us in the number one position to win the
state tournament, but our semi-final foe Denison was out to show us
it was not better to be dead than red as they beat us, 2-1.
Although we placed third in the state, we had the best winning
percentage in Kenyon field hockey history. And that was just the ic
ing on the cake; I would say that the 1981 season saw a great bunch
of girls, with a lot of spirit, fight together, and win — and to top it off,
we had a blast doing it!
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The Kenyon water polo program took on a new look this year with the
completion of the new pool in the ARC. No longer were workouts schedul
ed for 10 p.m. to midnight, as had been the case in previous years.
Although the novel pool offered more flexibility in practice hours and a lit
tle more playing room than Shaffer afforded, by some regrettable and ir
reversible "oversight" in planning, the natatorium facility remains inade
quate in size for full-size polo warfare. Due to this great misfortune, the
water polo club was unable to hold home games for the recreation and
entertainment of the Kenyon student body.
After losing four of last year's seven starters to graduation and the pro
draft, the water polo team was off to a questionable if highly unlikely
quest for victory. Returning for another year of aquatic lumberfests were
the 1980 Eastern Championship team members Wing Biddle, Jack
Emens, Rick Fonkalsrud (alias Dr. Molasses, king of the grovelers), David
Guenther, Steven Neri, Alex Veylupek (the Archduke of Doubt), and co-

Volleyball squad limps
through the Great Menace

captains Dan Johnson (Dr. Strange) and Gregg Parini. John Robrock and
goalie Brad Butler rejoined the team after sitting out a year, and
newcomers Will Rogers, Dan Shefelman, and freshman rookies Curt Kinskey and Sam Taylor offered their services to round out the lineup.

Polo studs capture Easterns

Compiling a 13-4 season record, the water studs
defeated conference rivals West Virginia and Denison
three times apiece and wasted non-conference teams
from Princeton, Slippery Rock, Johns Hopkins, St. Fran
cis, and Duquesne. The Lords encountered defeat in a
14-10 loss to Division I powerhouse Ohio State, a 1-2
record against Cleveland State, and a 14-7 setback in the
first clash with Indiana University of Pennsylvania. But
ICJP was to experience Kenyon revenge!
Over the years a double win in the conference tourna
ment and the NCAA Division II Eastern Championships
has evaded the polo club. In 1978, the team won con

It was an unusual season — the Year of the Great Menace
Normally our oppostion arrives in the guise of the form idable
Oberlin, Ohio Northern, and Denison teams. This year all sense
of tradition faded as we met with invading hostile forces — the
Flu, Mononucleosis, Torn Ligaments, and Broken Bones. aC
week we suffered fresh casualties and our starting position
altered accordingly. Under such conditions all sense of family
interdependence and momentum was necessarily frustrate
The remarkable skills possessed by both seasoned vete ra
and talented, indefatigable freshmen were never fully tappe
Those of use who survived the Menace learned to use 0
heads, our shoulders, even our elbows. Sometimes in an
tempt to foil the enemy with a brilliant manuever we would t
over equally unsuspecting teammates. All was not
however. We did have moments — even entire games

*

everything clicked and these were truly glorious. Many o
spikers proved to be lethal weapons on the court. Our ser' ^
was consistent and formidable. We learned to chart
strategy in the magical strings of numbers.
Undeniably it was a season of unforeseen obstacles as
27 record indicates. What the record does not make clear
indomitable spirit which carried us through to the very an
allowed us to limp, buoyantly, back to the locker room.
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ference and placed 8th at Easterns; in 1979 the Lords
again won conference and finished fourth at Easterns;
and in 1980 the club lost its first conference game ever
as Cleveland St. took the conference title, but went on to
finally capture first at Easterns. 1981 was no exception,
as the water Lords once again lost the battle at con
ference but won the war at Easterns. In winning
Easterns, the Lords conquered ICJP in the final champion
ship game at the enemy's own home battle field, by a
score of 9-7. With the score tied at seven and only
minutes showing on the clock, top-man Emens pumped
in a beautiful shot to the corner to give the Lords the
lead. After some awesome defensive play by the whole
team to maintain the one-goal edge, Emens the "iceman"
tossed in another to assure victory! For their exceptional
tournament play, seniors Johnson and Parini were nam
ed to the All-Eastern first team, as was junior Alex
Veylupek.
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In terms of ability and potential, the
men's and women's cross country
teams of 1981 never really hit the same
successful stride simultaneously.
Although both teams ended the fall
well, it was as if they played a see-saw
game of victories and defeats
throughout September and October,
never quite able to either commiserate
or rejoice together; when the men won,
the women lost, and so on.
The men's season is best summarized
as a season in which Kenyon started off
by getting beaten by each team in the
Ohio Athletic Conference in turn, and
which ended at the OAC champion
ships with Kenyon returning the favor
to several Conference schools.
With the loss of 1980's top two run
ners, the team, under coach Nick
Houston (who also directed the women),
knew from the beginning in late August
that things would be harder. Kenyon
found its new front runner in junior
Andrew Huggins, who placed fifteenth
in the OAC championship meet and
went on to run the Regional meet in
Angola, Indiana. Senior Co-Captains Ed
Corcoran and Jeff Cahn, junior Jim
Parmele, the sophomore combination of
Eric Lausch and Steve Kelley, and the
freshman talent of Dave Berg and Chris
Northrup were all at one time running
for positions on the varsity seven. They
gave Kenyon, especially towards the
end of the season, consistently strong
finishes. Four newcomers to the team
— freshman Grant Bond, sophomores
Jeff Pannebaker and Joe Capema, and
junior Tim Slager — rounded out the
squad and formed the nucleus of a solid
junior varsity. Kenyon's seventh place
finish at OAC's was a remarkable show
of perseverance after an inauspicious
beginning.

Men Get Their Revenge at OAC's

The women's team proved its mettle
during the year by rebounding to a
fourth place Conference finish after be
ing unable, at one dismal point in the
fall, to field a scoring five. This
comeback was all the more significant
as they had started with a strong team
of ten women early in September.
Also losing the 1980's best runner to
graduation, the women were spurred on
by an amazingly consistent and well
matched set of front runners. Juniors
Chris Galinat (who led the team at Con
ference with an eleventh place finish)
and Mary Sorenson, and sophomores
Rose Brintlinger, Ann Batchelder, and
Jennifer Johnson exchanged the top
five scoring positions numerous times,
and with the additional help of
sophomore newcomer Kathy Corcoran
gave the team uniformly strong perfor
mances. Freshman Jennifer Ash, the
number one runner early on, was lost
for the season to a leg injury but will
return, along with the entire women's
team, for the 1982 season.
For both the men's and women's
teams, next year promises — with luck
— equally good things as this past fall.
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Men's and women's trad
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Reflections
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notion of preparing us for 1984
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LEST WE FORGET:
— the opening of the Bolton Theater

the health Service's sudafed: good
ior snake bite, broken ankle, depresIOn,l e'at'on»
ailments

an<^

sundry

with Joanne Woodward and Paul
Newman

other
— Parent's Weekend — when the
steaks were really steaks

— Saga, Custom, and the infamous
Dr. Food

— the swim teams' splash in Sports
Illustrated

— Comps . . .

— the beauty? of middle path
-# deficiencies in the P.O. box
—
the 8 o'clocks we missed
•|-

the friend we made, and the

dedication of the faculty

m

those "reading" periods

the 1 o'clocks we missed

— Chalmers Library (between Rosse

— nocturnal fire alarms

and Cromwell Cottage — for those of

I

you still looking)

creating a credible resume

waiting
acceptances

for

Grad

School

Kenyon s Labor Day celebrations
— recovering from inspiration at the
Cove

— the media blitz: WKCO, The Co l
legian, Hika, Reveille, and KFS
• the view from Sunset Point
saunas at the Ernst Center
— delving for inspiration at the Cove

: Freshman

Sing

typing a paper when the brownout

.A

H

and the V.I.
the Night Owl
Commencement

when they checked your name on
the Cove "list"
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SENIOR WEEK
Led by Jimmy Allen and his merry
band of Senior Class Committee
members, senior week was full of
events. The beer truck, of course, but
the Library party, the Deli Coffeehouse,
the picnic at Robinson's, the Gimlet
Open at Tomahawk — all were organiz
ed by the committee.
Wednesday was true elation as the
class got final grades and paid their
Library fines, assuring themselves of a
diploma. Thursday and Friday brought
Alumni to campus, and old friendships
were renewed. The class unified strong
ly — hugs and kisses were the order of
the day — and everyone dodged the
locusts and prayed for sunny skies for
Commencement.
It was probably the last time all the
Class of 1982 would be together — it
was indeed our best week.

GRADUATION
Everyone must have prayed, for sun
ny skies greeted the 154th Commence
ment. The rain had ushered
Bacalaureate services inside to the
Ernst Center, and graduation more than
made up for it. Even the locusts were
nice . . .
A number of Honorary Degrees were
conferred, most notably to James
Dickey, Elmer Graham (a Kenyon
Trustee), and Alan Alda. Doctor of Fine
Arts recipient Alda gave the address,
and spoke to the class by speaking to
his daughter, Liz. His address cannot be
described; it can only be said that
Alda's talk with his daughter was mean
ingful to all in attendance.
Class President Jimmy Allen then ad
dressed the class. Having a tough act to
follow, the crowd hushed and awaited
his speech. What followed, "The Three
Stages at Kenyon", left this writer
speechless. We laughed, we cried, and
we identified with Jimmy. And you just
knew he would leave his diploma on the
podium . . .!
Soon after, the tearful goodbyes and
packing began, and later Kenyon once
again assumed its traditional posture —
the hill awaiting its newest class of
Kenyon men and women. And she will
find them . . . soon.
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Sarah H. Camp / History
Allison Janney / Drama

Valerie Williamson / History

Valerie J. Williamson / History
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Allison Brooks Janney / Drama
e
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Sally Camp / History
Inside: Kathy Myers and Anne Vance

Carolyn Wilson / Sociology

David Antila / Chemistry
Kenyon is a microcosm of life . . .and a macrocosm of
interpersonal relationships . .

Gene Sawan / Chemistry

Paul Mathews / Chemistry

Ed Chitwood / Chemistry
Bradford John Van Cott / History

140

Jamey Black / Philosophy

John Mackessy / Mathematics
Peter Seoane / English

Barry Cahill (and clone) / Psychology
Ned Kyle / History

«
Christian Chandler / History

Neil Trueblood / History
Paul Gambal / Art History

F

Hewitt Heiserman, Jr. / History

Andrew Simmons / English
Felipe Edwards / History
Nathan Schwartz / History / Sociology

Tom Grime*

-
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J. Gregg Parini / Psychology
Kevin Sweeney / Political Science

Daniel M. Johnson / Economics
Kim Peterson / Biology

Valerie Taylor / English
Inside: Scott Sterling / English
"The hell with workout, I'm staying
right here. Tell coach that I've got a big
paper due tomorrow."

Emily Yukich, / English

Dave Dininny / Chemistry

Doug JacoW /B 0
147
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Merri Flynn / Political Science

Anne W. Smith / History
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Inside: Kathryn Ramseur / Art / Anthropology
Above: Lisa Holden / History

Mary Ann Williams / English
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Sharon Castle / English

Inside: Grace Ann Keefe / Economics / Spanish Literature

Kristin Hay / Economics

151

Mark Rowat/Political Science
Harrison Sherwood/Religion

Historically, all reactionary forces on the verge
of extinction invariably conduct a last desparate
struggle against the revolutionary forces, and
some revolutionaries are apt to be deluded for a
time by the phenomenon of outward strength but
inner weakness, failing to grasp the essential fact
that the enemy is nearing extinction while they
themselves are approaching victory."
— Mao Tse-Tung

Inside: Rory P. Mach/English

Robert Koretz/Religion
"Lawyers, Guns, and Money
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Michael Rosenfeld/Political Science

Andrea L. Cross/Studio Art
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Edward Dunn/Political Science
For me there is only travelling on paths that have
heart
On any path that may have heart. There I travel,
and the only
Worthwhile challenge is to traverse its full length.
And there
I travel, looking, looking breathlessly.
— Don Juan

Carolyn Scott Wilson/Sociology
"Sudden in a shaft of sunlight
Even while the dust moves
There rises the ridden laughter
Of children in the foliage
Quick now, here, now, always;
Ridiculous the waste sad time
Stretching before and after."
— T. S. Eliot, Burnt Norton

Anne Rainsford/English
Laura Heller/English

Maya Kennedy/History

"Cast off your shakles of yesterday
Shoulder to shoulder into the fray
Our daughters' daughters will adore us
As they wing in grateful chorus
WELL DONE SISTER SOFFERGETTEI"

Liz McCutcheon/Economics
"Bokra encha Allah"

from Alary Poppins

Inside: Howard Kay/History

Katherine Anderson/English/History

Wendy Owens/English
,/SW#

Above: Alyssa C. Salo"10

"Thus..."
— Anonymous

aa.

"Reading is sometimes an ingenious device for
avoiding thought."
— Sir Arthur Helps

Molly at the seashore; Sidmouth, an hour away
Valentine's Day.

Judi Bazrod/Anthropology
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Cecilia Lad/Studio Art

Minn

David C. Freese/Economics
Bruce Berlin /History
"I would rather be a superb meteor,
every atom of me in magnificient glow,
than a sleepy permanent planet. The
proper function of a man is to live, not
to exist. Ishall not waste my days in
trying to prolong them. I s
hall use my time."
— Jack London

Brent Cannon/English

John Savage/Biology

mm

Timothy J. Riazzi/Physics

Ronald Lee DeVore/Chemistry
Carol Ann Sacks/English
fdidwhLn h h. 7\

en again> to°few to mention«

I V . 7 ,!°
•1 saw U throu9h Without exemption,
ve loved, I ve laughed and cried, I've had my fill, my
_
share of losing,
and now as tears subside, I ind
f
it all so amusing
to think, I d
id all that, and may I say, not in a

Inside: R. Anthony Pohlig/English

shy way,
oh no, not me, I did it my way."
— Frank Sinatra

Anna Grimes/History
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"What a crazy pork.'

Chris Schrashun/Art-English
Meg Richey/Mt
Maria Amorocho/Drama-Music

"There's no place like home when it's this far
away."
— Jim Buffet

Cathy Taylor/Psychology

Hunter Estes/English

Have we not darken'd and dazed ourselves with
books long enough."
"That girl looks like a nut.'

—Walt Whitman

Right: Elizabeth Tudor/Anthropology

"Never losing my hopefulness,
I shall continue to reach
the ultimate goal, the ideal
concept in character: that
perfect mixture of friend
and fiend."

John Hawkins/Psychology
Daisy Gallagher/English
Inside: Kate Vershon/History

— Teddy
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Ed Witkin/English
"I will try
to fasten into order enlargening grasps of disorder, widening
scope, but enjoy the freedom that
Scope eludes my grasp, that there is no finality of vision
that I have percieved nothing completely,
that tomorrow a new walk is a new walk"
A. R. Ammons Corsons Inlet

Daniel Blockus/English

Kay Hawn/Biology
"Procrastination — the art of keeping up with
yesterday."
— Don Marquis
"I am not afraid of tomorrow, for I have seen
yesterday and Ilove today."
— William Allen White

Tammy Martin/Chemistry

Kann Ertl/Biology
Inside: Elizabeth Alda/Drama
"We live in an ocean made of air, and we are or
fish beneath the sea."
— David Man

Kieth Krus/Math/Political Science
Inside: Karin Moorma/Biology

Julia Williams/Studio Art
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David McNamara/Biology

-| 63

Nathaniel Dickinsen/Studio Art
"we don't want to fight,
but, by Jingo, if we do
we've got the ships,
we've got the men,
we've got the money too.

'I think everyone is Nathaniel,
Joseph Heller
Catch-22

Michael S. Harris/Religion

Bill Koggan/Psychology

Bob Dickerman/Biology

NO
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Bill Edwards/English

Chris Cole/Studio Art
Inside: Paul Murphy /Physics
"I amthe mineral
nude;
that underground echo;
I am glad
to have come from such far away
country:
last of them all, it may be, hardly
viscera, body and hands,
to withdraw from the mothering rock
without knowing why,
never dreaming of permanence,
intent on my vagrant humanity
to live and unleaf like a tree
Pablo Neruda

Roberto Castillo-Sandoval /Sociology
Bob Eggert/Psychology

Inside: Beth L. Wilhite/ Biology
"And then there's myrtle . .

Marvin Ewy/Biology
Thomas Michael Nelson/History
slan leaf

Emily Hunter/Economics

Emmanuel Zanoudakis/Biology
Jonathan Painter/Political Science

Inside: Tor Peter Hammond/Art History
"All you need in life is ignorance and confidence
and then success is sure."
— Mark Twain
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"Anyone who says he hasn't made any mistakes
hasn't done a whole hell of a lot. .. "

J. Gordon S. Stanley/Psychology

— Ralph

Norman M. Kenyon/Political Science

A cherished lifestyle has slipped from our
grasp
Leaving us in anticipation
Realizing that the only consolation
For our futile attempts to reclaim it
Will be the friendships we have secured
and the memories we have fostered
While it was ours.

"Though now Imust sit
and be silent, sir,
the time shall come
when you will hear my
voice."
— Benjamin Disraeli

—J.F.G.

James F. Ginley/Biology

Evan O.
Jones/Sociology

Chris Conway/Russian
"The art of being impossible consists of per
suading people that your unfailing capacity in one
respect is inseparable from your total unreliability
in all other respects."
Stephan Spender

Tomoko Nakagawa/Psychology
Norie Ishii/Special Student
Inside: Douglas Mitchell Fraley/Economics

Asaka Kasahara / Special Student
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. . but by my love and hope 1 beseech you:
do not throw away your love in hope . . .
do not throw away the hero of your soul!
Hold wholly your highest hope."
— Nietzsche

Abigail R. Esman/Philosophy

"Every man needs his polis."

Mark Rowat/Political Science
"I have pursued, alas, philosophy,
Jurisprudence and medicine,
And, help me God, theology
With fervent zeal through thick and thin.
And here, poor fool, I stand once more,
No wiser than I was before."
— Goethe, Faust

Helen Ann
Stavely/Psychology

Anne Ludington/Drama/History

I
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Charles E. Lawrence, Jr./Physics
"This sure isn't Bowling Green."

"It is not the standard of living that makes us happy, it is
the way we feel, the way we look at life. Both of these are
always within our power, and hence, man is always hap
py if he wants to be, and no one can stop him.
Oleg Kostoglotov in
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
The Cancer Ward

Joan Sara Saslaw/Russian
Diane Gross/History
Far right: Katherine Bergin/English

Barbara S. Stephenson/Chemistry

Robin Musser/History

John McLean Dix/Psychology
right: Mason Tohnan, Jr./English

Karin Hartmann/Drama
"Shut your mouth."

Daniel Wilson/Economics
Kerney Kuser /Political Science

Inside: Peggy Grohskopf/English

Allison P. Shipley/Economics

Claudia Wagner/English
Second from right: Wilbur Hane/Philosophy

I I I I I

I

"A la fin, c'est trop bete de ne vivre que dans la
peste. Bien entendu, un homme doit se battre
pour les vichmes. Mais s'il cesse de rien aimer, a
quoi sert qu'il se batte?"
— A. Camus

Anne J. Thomas/History

Martha Trotta/Anthropology
Inside: Cliff Birnbaum/Political Science

Susan Friedlander/Political Science

Inside: Polly Wagner/Studio Art
Meg Cranston/Anthro./Soc.

Peter Austin/English

Kathleen McKinley Jameson/Psychology
^yorSM"Ch>nCe'teke »-b«— If,

Peter Resnik/Economics

Steve Win wood
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Sarah Williams/Psychology

Lissa Johnson/English
"wait, let me think about it..

Inside: Anne W. Smith/History

Katharine T. Jackson/History

Tracy O'Donnell/Studio Art

Victoria Smith/Political
Science

Virginia Darlin/History

Rebecca Cort Murphey/English

Gail Rogers/P°litlcai So"

Keith Raser/Chemistry

". . . It is true that departures sadden and ex
hilarate me, and whatever I pass through — new
countries, skies pure or cloudy, seas under rain
the color of a grey pearl — something of myself
catches on it and clings so passionately that I feel
as though I were leaving behind me a thousand lit
tle phantoms in my image, rocked on the waves,
cradled in the leaves, scattered among the clouds.
But does not a last little phantom, more like me
than any of the others, remain sitting in the
chimney corner, lost in a dream, and as good as
gold as it bends over a book which it forgets to
open?"
— Colette,
The Vagabond

"No turning back now, we've gone too far.
Everything's finished. Name eight. Story,
novel, literature, art, humanism, humanity,
the self itself. Wait: the story's not finished."
— John Barth

Right: Ellen Gillespie/English
Left: Maritherese Tolkes/Chemistry

Theresa Fulker/French

Tim Carlson/Political Science/Sociology

"What is it about nature that lets this happen,
that it is possible to guess from one part what the
rest is going to do? That is an unscientific ques
tion: I do not know how to answer it, and therefore
I am going to give an unscientific answer. I hink
t
it
is because nature has a s implicity and therefore a
great beauty."
— Richard Feynman

Phyllis Etingher/Economics/Political
Science
Inside: Mary Herman/Biology
"Death, as measured by permeability, is a relative
phenomenon."
Giese, Cell Physiology, 5th Ed.
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Wai-Meng Kwok/Physics
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Marietta Wolf/Biology
Paul Lysaker/English/Psychology
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Michael Zorek/Drama
'

"See to it that no one takes you captive
through philosophy and empty deception,
according to the tradition of men, according to the

FATHER: Ben, what are you doing?
n(rN,

... „ .

..

' .

. „

BEN: Well, I c
ould say that I am just
drifting ... here in the pool.
FATHER: Why?

BEN: Well, it's very comfortable just to
drift here.

elementary principles of this world, rather than
according to Christ." — Col 2:8

FATHER: Have you thought about
graduate school?

"Sometimes you feel like a nut, sometimes you

BEN: No.

don't" — Peter Paul

FATHER: Would you mind telling me what
. those four years of college were for,
what was the point of all that hard
work?
BEN: Ya got me.
— THE GRADUATE

Below: Kurt G. Stedge/
Chemistry

Mary Oakley/History
Inside: Jennifer Bard Carson/Studio Art/Biology

Stephen Baas/Political Science
Irl Barefield/Philosophy/History
Jeremy Harrison/Religion/Studio Art
Joe Grimes/History/Political Science

"These are illusions of popular history which a successful religion
must promote: Evil men never prosper; Only the brave deserve the fair;
Honesty is the best policy; Actions speak louder than words; Virtue
always triumphs; A good deed is its own reward; Any bad human can
be reformed; Religious talismans protect one from demon possession;
Only females understand the ancient mysteries; The rich are doomed to
unhappiness ..
— from the instruction manual: MISSIONARIA PROTECTIVA

James R. Schwartz/Chemistry

Chip Erb/Political Science
Kathy D. Williams/Biology

Robert J. Bradford/Spanish

TEXAS

Anne R. Young/History
•

'
-

Fritz Goodman/Biology
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Inside: Tim Truitt/Chemistry

Jeffrey A. Cahn/History

"Of the major doors there is this — you do
not see them as you are passing through."

"On July fifth, while 1 w as still in Bangkok,
Haig informed me that Vornotsov had delivered
the Soviet's long-awaited reply on a summit."
— Henry Kissinger — THE WHITE HOUSE
YEARS

Inside: Karl Haiss/Economics
Jimmy Allen/Political Science
Chow

the specific character of despa
nr is precisely
it is unaware of being despair."

John Sullivan/English
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D. David Jonker/History

Rick Crook/Physics
"This is the Nazarene!" — TBG

Jeff Toole/Psychology
"The capacity to get free is nothing; the capaci
ty to be free, that is the talk"
— Andre Gide

Kirsten Mahlman/English
"What?!"
"The pale Usher — threadbare in coat, heart,
body, and brain; I see him now. He was ever
dusting his old lexicons and grammars, with
queer handkerchief, mockingly embellished with
all the gay flags of all the known nations of the
world. He loved to dust off his old grammars; it
somehow reminded him of his mortality."

Third from right: Brian Wilbert/Music

— Herman Melville
"These three above, Faith, Hope and Love, but
the greatest of these is Love."
— St. Paul
1 Corinthians, 13:13

Scott AUsbrook/Mathematics
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"Pauca sed matura"
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Daniel Mechem/Political Science

Melissa V. Clinger/Psychology/English

Kurt Francis Kingsley/History

Nagwa Verena Mikhail/Philosophy
Hilary Quay Sparks/English
Inside: Jonathan Meyer/Psychology

Inside: James Kaser/Religion
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Elise Annette Rafuse/Modern Foreign Langua.

Tom Wickham/History
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Mark Boettler/Chemistry
"Nature is basically lazy"
— Dr. G. L. Johnson

Peter A. Harvey/English

"Chemistry students are even lazier."

Luke B. Lockwood/History

— M.B.

None of us really understands what is going on
with all these numbers."
David Stockman

I

Steve Currier/Economics

* tUt
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Charles Gill/Modern Foreign Languages

Inside: Jim Zellner/Chemistry
The only man who makes no mistakes is the
man who never does anything."
— Theodore Roosevelt

"Take away my inhibitions
Takeaway my solitude
Fire me up with your resistance

Thomas G. D'Arcy/Political Science

Put me in the mood
torm the walls around this prison
Leave the inmates
Fire the guards
Deal me up another future"
— B. Seger

Geoff Snow/Anthropology
Inside: Chris Martone/Biology
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Anne Mundell/Studio Art

Timothy A. Mclnery/Biology
"I can't stand up for falling down"

I pass with relief from the tossing sea of Cause and Theory to the firm
ground of Result and Fact."
— Sir Winston Churchill

Jon Shapiro/Religion
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L. Christie Rockwell/Anthropology
"Here, then was the explanation of her
restlessness, discontent, ambition ... She wanted
to see with her own eyes the action of primary
forces; to touch with her own hands the massive
machinery of society; to measure with her own
mind the capacity of the motive power."
— Adam's, DEMOCRACY

Judy Painter/Religion/Political

Inside: Allison M. Hargraves/English

Science
Inside: Michael Berick/History
"Be yourself and if that doesn't work - be
De
someone else."
Rev. L. Max Bearkatz

Molly Catherine Donnelly/Political Science
190

Everand Corcoran/Chemistry
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Kathy Walker/English
Chip Mesics/Political Silence
1
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Michael Voight/Psychology
"En fin, j'arrive"

Frances Hood/French

Michael J. Holmberg/Economics
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Marianne Ho/Psychology
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Andy Sappey / Chemistry
Center: G. Darwin Toll / Biology

Kirsten Holm / English

Vicki Landau / Psychology

Tameron Thornton / Drama E

Doug Lingafelter / Economics

Keith D. Thomas / Political Science

Amy Holzer / Sociology

Top: Laurie Brown / Anthropology
Middle: Richard T. Buchanan / History

Pamela Sue Becker/B
Bottom: Charleen C. Ramus / Philosophy

Collette Smith / Anthropology

Congratulations
Class of '82
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Congratulations to the
Class of 1982
From

SHOP
Since 1922

Creative Designs
for
All Occasions
Dried and Permanent
Arrangements A
Specialty

G. R. SMITH & CO.
Vine and Mulberry Streets
Mount Vernon
397-5747

Hardware, Paints,

Housewares
114 South Main St., Mt. Vernon
392-2076
or
392-2086
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and Lawn Supplies

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS

Mr. and Mrs. Donald M. Hassler II
Mr. and Mrs. F. O'Donnell Northrup
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Himmelright, '50
Rosamond and David Chalmers
Dr. and Mrs. Fred Jameson
PATRONS

Mr. and Mrs. Ivor H. Young
Emily and Ralph Williams
Donna J. Betcher

Mr. and Mrs. William J. Wilson

James O. and Georgianna T. Roberts

Mr. and Mrs. F. O'Donnell Northrup

Mr. and Mrs. Jervis S. Janney, Jr.

Dr. and Mrs. Ronald B. Berggren

Maryln W. Williams

Dr. and Mrs. Ross W. Kingsley

Mr. and Mrs. George Cranston

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence J. Cawley

RM and Mrs. Randolph M. Valz, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Ivor H. Young

Dr. and Mrs. F. A. Lingl

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wickham

Bob and Joan Brown

Mr. and Mrs. David A. Anderson

Mr. and Mrs. Don Devore

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis B. Schleigh

Mr. and Mrs. James W. Brown

Mr. and Mrs. William J. Sheehan

Ed and Elaine Disch

Bear and Phoebe Biddle

Carl and Mary Tiedemann

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hoffman

Dr.'s George and Helene Hill

RM. and Mrs. Randolph M. Valz, Jr.

Dr.'s and Mrs. Leo dos Remedios

Ruth and John Bradfield

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Thomas

Mrs. P. B. Lowrance

Bobbie and Joe Parini

Dr. and Mrs. A. L. Roper II

Dick and Peggy Crook

Willaim L. Ostrander

Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Erskine, Jr.

Elaine and Ed Disch

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Roome Parmele III

Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Johansson

A. Joe and Rosalia Caperna

Dr. and Mrs. Walter D. Skinner
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Whittum
Mrs. Judith M. Dorsett
Bobbie and Joe Parini
Dick and Peggy Crook
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Esrkine, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Roome Parmele III

Mr. and Mrs. A. Daniel Jonker
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Rafuse
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth C. Mundell
Mr. and Mrs. Walter K. Sullivan
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Agee
Mr. and Mrs. James N. McNamara
Peter and Celia Homans
Wilma and Thumper
Caroll and Lee Boltin
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Youngen
Mr. and Mrs. C. James VanCott
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TRAVEL AGENCY
Domestic and World-wide Service

m

HECKLER'S DRUGS

Congratulations
to the
Class of 1982
courtesy of

No Membership Fees or Dues

Complete Arrangements for
•
•
•
•
•

Airline
Steamship
Cruises
Hotels and Resorts
Amtrak Tickets

• Auto Rentals
• Travelers Checks
U.S. and Foreign
• Travel Insurance
• Foreign Currency

122 S. Main Street
397-5515

Congratulations
to the
Class of 1982

AUTOMOTIVE
SUPPLIES INC.

PRINTING ARTS
PRESS, INC.

309 South Mulberry
Mount Vernon

Phone 397-2091

Newark Road — P. 0. Box 431
Mount Vernon, Ohio 43050
Phone (614)397-6106

1 Public Square
Mount Vernon, Ohio

So You Never Have To Travel Alone

SPORTING GOODS, INC.

THE
VILLAGE
MARKET

RINGWALTS

Athletic Wear,
Equipment, Shoes

Next to the
Public Square
on S. Main

Congratulations
to the Class of 1982
from

COLONIAL
MEN'S WEAR
Gaskin Avenue

427-2801
101 South Main Street, Mt. Vernon
Phone 397-7380

133 S. Main
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Be Sure to Visit our
Hunting and Fishing
Shop, Too!
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Quality Meats
and Produce

A Fine Store
in a Fine Town
Beer
Liquor

Ale
Soda

Traditional Clothing
by
Austin-Reed, Zero King
Cricketeer, Lee
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Photography Coordinator — Steve Hays

Business Manager — Marc M. Rose

Copy Editor — Martha Lorenz

Layout Editor — Vicki Richardson

Asst. Copy Editor — Gene Sawan

Layout Assistant — Sarah Ostrander
Staff
Kate Fonyo
Cheri Soukup
Susan Berger
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